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Let [ {S1' S8} ; U:1 be a [left, right] gemeralized iuverse semigroup amalgam. In. [4], the 

author Fuas shown that the amalgam is embedd~d iu a ~eft, right] *･emeranized inverse semigroup 

if Si is isomorphic to S2' Im this paper, w,e shaEI give a su~ciemt eomdition for the amaigam 

to be embedded in ~ [left, right] gemeralized inverse semigroup. Fwrther, we shalll consider the 

embedding of [left, right] normal bamd alnalgams. The raotation and terminologles are those 

of [1] and [5], unless otherwise stated. 

Let Jnf be a class of algebras. We define that an ~of-amalgam [{Si : i e I} ; U] 

consists of an algebra U in J~f and a family of algebras {Si e ~ : Si D U, i e I}: This 

definition is slightly different to Howie's [3]･ An Jrf-amalgam [{Si : i e I}; U] is said 

to be embedded in an algebra in Jof if there exist an algebra T in ~f and monomorphisms 

ipi: Si~T, i e I, such that 

(.i) cilU=ipjlU for all i,jel, 

(ii) Siipi n Sjcj=Uip for all I J el with l~J 

We now state an extension o,f [1eft, right] normal bands which we need later. 

LEMMA 1. Let A be a subsemilattice of a semilattice F. Let E~:~{E.: oc eA} 

be a [left, right] normal band. Then th,ere exist a [left, right] normal band B= 

~{B*: oc eF} and a monomorp/7,ism c: E->B such tl7at E.ccB. for all oe e A. 

PROoF. Let E be a normal band. Since each E* is a rectangular band, it is the 

direct product of a left zero semigroup L* and a right zero semigroup R., oc e A . We 

denote an element of E* by (1., r*), l* e L, r. e R. Let F = {(e., f.) oc e r} be a senu 

lattice whose multiplication is defined by 

(e., f.) (ep, fp) = (e.p, fap) for all oe P e r 

Then F' = {(e*, f*) oc e A } is a subsemilattice of F. Let E' = E U F' and its multiplication 

is defined as follows 

(x.1.p, r.pwp) if (x., y~, (zp, wp) e E, 

(x., y.) (zp, wp) (x.1.p, f.p) if (x., y.) e E, (zp, wp) = (ep, fp) , 
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(e.p, r.pwp) if (x., y.) (e., f.) , (zp, wp) e E 

f f~ ~e.p, J.p) if (x., y.) = (e f.), (zp, wp) (ep, fp) 
"' 

It is clear that E' is a normal band whose structure decomposition is E' ; ~{E. U 

{(e*, f.)} : oc e A }. Since E' n F = F', it follows from [4] that there exists the free procuct 

B of E' and F amalgamatmg F' in the class of normal bands, and that the structure 

semilattice of B is F 

Now we give a sufficrent condition for a [left, right] generalized invers~ semigroup 

amalgam to be embedded in a [left) right] generalized inverse semigroup. Simpli-

fying the proof, we consider the case of left generalized inverse semigroups. In the 

other cases, we can similarly obtain the analogous results 

Let F be an inverse semigroup whose basic semilattice is A , that is. E(F) = A 

Hereafter, we denote it by F(A). Let S1 and S2 be left generalized inverse semigroups 

with a common orthodox semigrup U. We can assume without loss of generality 

that S1 n S2 = U. By [6], there exist mverse semigroups F1(A 1)' F2(A2) and E(A) 

and left normal bands Li=~{L~ : oe e Ai}, i=1, 2, and U~~{U*: oe e A} such that 

S Q(L Rr,, A,), 1 1 2 U Q(UR~;A), Ll n L2=V, F1 n F2=S and A n A A 
~ It is well-kylown [2] that the inverse semigroup amalgam [{F1~' r2}; E] is em-

bedded in an Inverse semrgroup r, that is, there exist monomorphisms ipi : ri->F, i = 

1 2 such that ip IE ip I- rlipl n F2ip2 =Eipl. Let A be the basic semilattice of 

F and let ~ be the subsemilattice of generated by A 1ci U A2ip2' 

THEOREM 2. We uSe the notations above. Let Q be a subsemilattice of A 

containing ~. Assume that the amalgam [{L1' L2}; V] is embedded in a left 
normal band B~Z{B*; oc e Q}, that is, there exist monomorphisms ~i: Li->B, i= 1, 2, 

satisfying ~llV=~21V and Ll~l n L2~2=V~l. Under each ~i, L~~i is contajned 

in some Bp. . Let ~i; Ai->Q be a mapping such that ocAi=P･ If Al=cilAi, i.=1, 2, 

the amalgam [{Sl' S2}; U] is embedded in a left generalized ･inverse semigroup. 

PROoF. It follows from Lemma I that there exist a left normal band N ~ 

~{N*: oc e A} and a monomorphism p : B->N such that B*p cN* for all cc e Q. Let T 

be the left quasi-direct product Q(NRF; A), and define mappings /li : Si->T, i = 1, 2, 

as follows : 

(ai, oci)/li = (ai~iP, ociipi) for all (ai, oci) e Si. 

Let y =ceiocT1･ Then ai~iP e L~ipiP CL~A*pcNv~i =Nvci = N.*c,(.ici)-1, and we have 

(ai, cci)~i e T. Since p, ~i and ipi are all monomorphisms, we can easily show that each 

/li rs a monomorphism, i= 1, 2. Since ~lplV=~2plV and ipllE=ip21B, it is clear that 

pIIU=1121U. Let (a, c() and (b, p) be elements of Sl and S2, respectively, such that 

(a, oc)lll=(b, p)ll2' It follows from the definition of the ' ~i that a~lp=b~2p and 

ocipl=Pip2' Since p is a monomorphism, we have a~l=b~2' By the definitions of 
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~. Then S1//1 n S2/t2=Upl. There-the ~i and the ipi, we have a = b e V and oc = P e S 

fore, the amalgam [{S1' S2} ; U] is embedded in T, and hence we have the theorem 

Let Nl and N2 be [left, right] normal bands with a common [left, right] normal 

band V. Let A 1, A 2 . and A be the structure semilattices of N1' N2 and V, respectively. 

Let Q be a semilattice in which the amalgam [{A 1, A2}; A] is embedded. However, 

there does not always exist a [lift, right] normal band B in whtch the amalgam 

[{Nl' N2}; V] is embedded and whose structure semilattice is ~. For example, 

let Ni={u., v, a}, N2 = {u, v, b, c} and U={u, v} be left normal bands whose mul-

tiplications are defined as follows : 

Let A1={6, cc:6>cc}, A2={~, P:6>P} and A={8}. Then N1=~{Np:PeA1}, 
N2=~~{Np: ueA2} and V={Na} where N~={u, v}, N.={a} and Np={b, c}. It is 
obvious that the amalgam [{A 1, A2}; A] is embedded in Q={8, c(, p: 0'~ >a(>P} 

Assume that the amalgam [{N1' N2}: V] is embedded in a let't normal band B ~ 

~{Bp : // e Q}. It follows from [6] that there exists an element f in Bft such that 

ax=ffor all x in Bp. Then 

b = ub = (.ub)a = uab = ab = f . 

Similarly, we have c = f, and hence b = c, contradiction 

In [4], we have seen that the amalgam [{N1' N2} ; V] is embedded in a [left, right] 

normal band whose structure semilattice rs the free product of A i and A 2 amalgamating 

A in the class of semilattices. Then we have the following corollary of Theorem 2 

COROLLARY 3. Let S1 and S2 be [left, rjght] generalized inverse semigroups 

with a common orthodox subsernigroup U. Let F1(Al)' F2(A2) and E(A) be the 

structul'e inverse semigroups of S1, S2 and U, respectively. Let F[A] togethel' 

with monomorphisms ipi: Fi~F[~i: Ai~･A], i=1, 2, be the free product of F1[Al] 

and F2[A2] am,algam,ating ~[A] in the class of inverse selnigro'ups [semilattices]. 

If there exjsts a monolnorphism. //: A~F such that ~i//=ipilAi, i=1, 2, then the 

amalgaln [{S1' S2}' U] is embedded in a [left, 1'ight] generalized inverse semigl'oLip. 
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